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Over the last 40 years or more the personality literature has been dominated by trait models based on the
Big Five (B5). Trait-based models describe personality at the between-person level but cannot explain the
within-person mental mechanisms responsible for personality. Nor can they adequately account for
variations in emotion and behavior experienced by individuals across different situations and over time.
An alternative, yet understated, approach to personality architecture can be found in neurobiological
theories of personality, most notably reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST). In contrast to static
trait-based personality models like the B5, RST provides a more plausible basis for a personality process
model, namely, one that explains how emotions and behavior arise from the dynamic interaction between
contextual factors and within-person mental mechanisms. In this article, the authors review the evolution
of a neurobiologically based personality process model based on RST, the response modulation model
and the context-appropriate balanced attention model. They argue that by integrating this complex
literature, and by incorporating evidence from personality neuroscience, one can meaningfully explain
personality at both the within- and between-person levels. This approach achieves a domain-general
architecture based on RST and self-regulation that can be used to align within-person mental mecha-
nisms, neurobiological systems and between-person measurement models.

Keywords: personality processes, reinforcement sensitivity theory, response modulation model,
self-regulation, personality neuroscience

What is personality? Many academics and practitioners in the
field of psychology would describe personality as stable propen-
sities, dispositional precursors, or latent potentials residing in the
individual (e.g., Hoffman, Woehr, Maldagen-Youngjohn, & Ly-
ons, 2011; Tett & Burnett, 2003). If asked to describe someone’s
personality, it’s quite likely that most would draw on an estab-
lished trait personality model, such as the Big Five (B5; Costa &
McCrae, 1991; Goldberg, 1992). This would hardly be surprising,
given that the majority of contemporary personality research is
trait-oriented and a good proportion of this research uses the B5.

Indeed, at the time of writing, 75% of the articles published in a
major personality journal since 2014 made reference to the B5.1

This figure increases to 90% when the term trait is added to the
search criteria. Although the study of traits has advanced our
understanding of individual differences in personality, we believe
a near exclusive focus on trait personality has substantially limited
our understanding of the antecedents of personality. Specifically,
trait personality models do not explain the structures and pro-
cesses, or mental mechanisms, that give rise to personality per se,
nor do they adequately explain how personality accounts for
individual differences in emotions and behavior. Importantly, trait
personality models offer no plausible explanation for differences
in the relationship between specific personality traits and related
behaviors across situations and over time (Mischel & Shoda,
1995).

There is an important conceptual difference between within-
person and between-person approaches to the study of personality
that is often ignored by personality researchers. Within-person
approaches explore the mental mechanisms operating within indi-

1 These statistics are based on the total number of articles published in
the Journal of Research in Personality, similar percentages are also to be
found in other leading personality journals.
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viduals that underlie characteristic patterns of experience and
behavior (i.e., individual-level constructs), whereas between-
person approaches focus on dimensions of behavioral variation
across people in populations (i.e., between-level constructs). The
first approach explains what causes characteristic, adaptive, goal-
directed behavior at the individual level, whereas the latter de-
scribes how people in the broader population differ in terms of
their average, or typical behaviors (Borsboom, Mellenbergh, &
van Heerden, 2003; Cervone, 2005; Dalal, Bhave, & Fiset, 2014).
Many personality researchers mistakenly treat within-person and
between-person constructs interchangeably, and incorrectly as-
sume that between-person constructs (i.e., traits) are an appropriate
starting point for investigating within-person mental mechanisms.
In this article, we outline a number of problems with this assump-
tion and argue that a realist approach is essential for understanding
personality processes.

Our approach to personality architecture aligns with both entity
and theory realism whereby within-person personality constructs
correspond to entities in reality, that is, they “exist independent of
measurement” in the same way as height or weight exists irrespec-
tive of a ruler or scales, respectively (Borsboom et al., 2003, p.
207). As realists, we are also concerned with the causal relation-
ship between these theoretical constructs and observed behavior,
namely, the construct applies to differences at the within-person
level in the same way that it does at the between-person levels of
analysis (Borsboom et al., 2003; Cervone, 2005). Reinforcement
sensitivity theory (RST; Gray & McNaughton, 2000), for example,
provides a theory-driven causal explanation of within-person vari-
ation in emotions and behavior across situations and over time.
Importantly, a growing body of neuroscientific research highlights
the neurobiological basis for personality (e.g., Depue & Collins,
1999; DeYoung & Gray, 2010; Fuentes-Claramonte et al., 2015).
This evidence suggests that the motivational subsystems compris-
ing RST (i.e., the behavioral approach system [BAS], the fight/
flight/freeze system [FFFS], and the behavioral inhibition system
[BIS]) are associated with various neurobiological systems and
therefore exist independent from measurement.

In contrast, some trait personality models reflect theory realism
without entity realism, that is, they reflect theory that refers to
nonexistent entities, whereas other trait-based models are ‘con-
structivist’ such that they reflect theory referring to nonexistent
entities, or “constructions of the human mind” (Borsboom et al.,
2003, p. 207). We argue that the B5 represents a constructivist
approach as it arose from data reduction as opposed to theory-
driven techniques (i.e., a top down as opposed to bottom up
approach). As such, the B5 describes between-person differences
in personality but cannot explain how an individual’s emotions and
behaviors might vary across situations and over time. To do so,
with varying degrees of success, has required additional interac-
tionist theories of personality such as trait activation theory (TAT;
Tett & Burnett, 2003). Although it is true that some B5 factors
have been associated with the same neurobiological systems of
RST (e.g., extraversion and neuroticism), evidence of additional
associations with other B5 factors (e.g., openness/intellect and
agreeableness) remains somewhat unclear and speculative (Corr,
DeYoung, & McNaughton, 2013; DeYoung & Gray, 2010).

Our aim in this article is to provide a timely and lucid review of
a complex literature that spans many of the central concerns of
personality architecture (Cervone, 2005). In particular, we focus

on the key issues underlying how within-person personality pro-
cesses are fundamental to personality architecture and the key
ways in which between-person models need to be constructed to be
meaningful summaries of underlying personality processes. We
suggest that the B5 can never fulfil this function despite arguments
to the contrary (e.g., DeYoung, 2015; McCrae, 2005). Our review
of the literature traces the theoretical development of RST and
seeks to integrate a number of important yet underexplored con-
nections with the response modulation model (RMM; Patterson &
Newman, 1993) and the more recent context-appropriate balanced
attention model (CABA; MacCoon, Wallace, & Newman, 2004).
The outcome of this review is to propose a domain-general per-
sonality process model. Specifically, one that (a) incorporates RST
and a self-regulatory construct associated with specific neuroana-
tomical networks and neurotransmitters; (b) explains how these
within-person constructs correspond to equivalent between-person
constructs; and (c) explicitly models the influence of contextual
factors on emotions and behaviors at the individual level over time.

We begin by contrasting within- and between-person ap-
proaches to personality and demonstrate how within-person pro-
cess models must be used to model meaningful between-person
differences in personality. We then review RST and argue that this
biologically derived model of personality provides the most suit-
able basis for a personality process model. Following this, we
introduce the RMM and argue that it constitutes the only existing
process model of RST. Next, we introduce the CABA model,
which extends the original RMM by incorporating a self-
regulatory construct based on a neurocognitive model of atten-
tional resource allocation. The CABA model provides a novel way to
integrate within-person approach—avoidance and self-regulatory
constructs that are related to specific neurobiological systems. We
then draw on the CABA model to explain how situational factors
interact with neurobiologically based approach—avoidance sys-
tems to explain individual variation in emotions and behavior over
time, which we then relate to between-person differences in emo-
tions and behavior. We conclude by proposing a way to test this
personality process model and suggest a number of areas for future
research based on this model.

Personality Architecture and the Importance of
Within- and Between-Person Constructs

Personality can be conceptualized at both the between-person
and within-person levels of analysis (Borsboom et al., 2003; Cer-
vone, 2005; DeYoung, 2015; Revelle & Condon, 2015). Between-
person personality models describe interindividual variation in
cognitions, emotions and behaviors in groups or the population at
a point in time. Arguably the most recognized examples are trait
descriptive personality models, such as the B5 (Digman, 1990;
Goldberg, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1987), which are concerned
primarily with the organization, classification, or description of
personality (see Cervone, 2005). In contrast, within-person models
explain the organization and relationship between various intra-
individual psychological constructs responsible for variation in an
individual’s cognitions, emotions, and behaviors over time and
across situations. Biological models of personality, such as RST
(Gray, 1972; Gray & McNaughton, 2000), and temperament the-
ories based on human or evolutionary development can be con-
ceptualized as within-person models in this regard (e.g., Hender-
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son & Wachs, 2007). Some scholars argue that social–cognitive
personality models, such as the cognitive–affective personality
system (e.g., Mischel & Shoda, 1995), or the knowledge and
appraisal personality architecture (Cervone, 2004), are also within-
person personality models. However, we argue later that the au-
thors of these and similar social–cognitive models have yet to
clearly explain the relationship between the within- and between-
person constructs in their models. Furthermore, few provide suf-
ficient evidence that their within-person constructs exist indepen-
dent of measurement (i.e., that they reflect entity realism).

Hence, between-person models classify or describe personality
in terms of individual differences in traits, whereas within-person
models explain the causal relationship between various personality
constructs that exist within the individual. This important distinc-
tion, however, is frequently overlooked in personality and organi-
zational psychology. Many scholars mistakenly view between-
person and within-person personality constructs as the same (as
noted by Beal, Weiss, Barros, & MacDermid, 2005; Borsboom et
al., 2003; Cervone, 2005; Cervone, Shadel, Smith, & Fiori, 2006;
Dalal et al., 2014). We believe that this oversight can result in
conceptual ambiguity or misspecification that undermines the in-
tegrity of personality theories and models. Consistent with this,
Borsboom et al. (2003) argued that “between-subject models do
not imply, test, or support causal accounts that are valid at the
individual level” (p. 214). Similarly, Dalal et al. (2014) warned
that “the relationship between two constructs at the between-
person level may differ from the relationship between the analo-
gous constructs at the within-person level in sign, form, and/or
size” (p. 1397). Finally, Corr et al. (2013) reminded us of the “need
to separate within-level variance (related to dynamic processes)
from between-individual variance (related to population-level
traits)” (p. 170). They highlight this problem with the B5, con-
trasting the well-established negative relationship between consci-
entiousness and neuroticism at the between-person level, with the
contradictory positive relationship between equivalent state-like
constructs at the within-person level.

It should be noted that we do not suggest that classifying or
organizing personality at the between-person level serves no pur-
pose, rather that “theorizing at the within-person level will fre-
quently provide a more scientific understanding of the process
underlying the relationship”(Dalal et al., 2014, p. 1397, original
italics). For example, it might be useful to compare individual
differences in conscientiousness (i.e., a between-person level of
analysis) if several candidates were applying for an air traffic
controller job, which requires deliberation and self-discipline.
However, it might also be helpful to understand the mental mech-
anism underlying conscientiousness in the general population, and
specifically how this mechanism might influence cross-situational
variability and consistency of emotions and behavior at the within-
person level. This might help individuals develop self-awareness
and useful strategies for managing their conscientious behavior
across a range of situations. Finally, from a conceptual and em-
pirical perspective could this same mental mechanism also be
responsible for individual differences in conscientiousness at the
between-person level at a given point in time? In other words, can
individual differences in within-person mechanisms explain
between-person differences in related emotions and behavior?

Although within-person and between-person models of per-
sonality differ in a number of fundamental ways, these different

approaches can both inform and complement each other. In-
deed, several personality scholars have attempted to integrate
within- and between-person models. For example, Mischel and
Shoda (1995) proposed a cognitive–affective system of person-
ality where an “underlying stable personality system,” compris-
ing interactive cognitive–affective mediating units (e.g., goals,
emotions, behavioral scripts), “produces the individual’s char-
acteristic average levels of behavior” (p. 246). Read et al.
(2010), drawing on the approach–avoidance motivational sys-
tem (Gray & McNaughton, 2000) and a general control or
constraint system (Waller, Lilienfeld, Tellegen, & Lykken,
1991), described how these within-person systems can be ob-
served at the between-person level and vice versa. More re-
cently, DeYoung (2015) proposed a cybernetic B5 theory
(CB5T) mapping the B5 to various steps of a ‘cybernetic cycle,’
namely, “goal activation, action (or strategy) selection, action,
outcome interpretation, goal comparison” (p. 41).

These models provide new and interesting ways to conceptual-
ize personality. However, we believe they do not sufficiently
explain the connection between within-person constructs and
between-person phenomena. For example, through what within-
person mechanism does a specific goal, emotion, or behavioral
script “produce” an individual’s average level of behavior in
Mischel and Shoda’s (1995) model? Similarly, Read et al. (2010)
offered no explanation of why approach–avoidance motivation and
constraint can be “observed” at both the within- and between-
person levels of analysis. Finally, DeYoung (2015) claimed that

CB5T is designed to explain the major mechanisms in the intraper-
sonal causal structure of the evolved human cybernetic system, as well
as the manner in which interpersonal variation in parameters of that
system produces the traits in the Big Five hierarchy. (p. 50)

The CB5T appears promising at face value, however DeYoung
(2015) described a number of problems with the model. For
example, the cybernetic cycle (on which the model is based) “does
not offer a well-elaborated theory of action selection or decision
making” (p. 50). Furthermore, “the mechanisms underlying the
Big Five and other traits are currently described by theories that
need further testing” (p. 37). Finally,

a one-to-one mapping of each of the Big Five to one step of the
cybernetic cycle will not work because most of the mechanisms that
carry out the cycle operate in parallel and influence multiple steps of
the cycle. (p. 41)

All models have limitations, however, we believe that these
specific problems arise from the constructivist nature of the
CB5T. For example, DeYoung (2015) claimed that “Traits are
directly caused by relatively stable parameters of psychobio-
logical cybernetic mechanisms” (p. 37). As previously dis-
cussed, we agree that some traits have a basis in neurobiology
as DeYoung (2015) suggested, however, we can find no expla-
nation of how these cybernetic mechanisms directly cause the
B5 traits in DeYoung’s (2015) model. Also, the fact that these
mechanisms operate in parallel and influence multiple steps of
the cybernetic cycle suggest that this model may be too sim-
plistic to explain B5 relationships at the within- and between-
person levels of analysis. But fundamentally, we believe these
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issues highlight a number of conceptual problems with the B5
itself, as we discuss next.

Conceptual Problems With the B5

“What grounds are there, then, for positing a conscientiousness op-
erating in your head?” (Cervone et al., 2006, p. 344).

The B5 is a well-established trait personality framework de-
scribing individual differences in extraversion, neuroticism, consci-
entiousness, agreeableness, and openness/intellect (Digman, 1990;
Goldberg, 1992; McCrae & Costa, 1987). This model provides a
parsimonious framework for describing personality variability at
the between-person level; however, the B5 does not explain the
causal dynamics of personality at the within-person level (see also
Block, 1995; Borsboom et al., 2003; H. J. Eysenck, 1992; Hamp-
son, 2012; Poropat & Corr, 2015). Cervone (2005) aptly illustrated
this point with the following example:

Classificatory constructs do not explain the individual case; grass, for
example, can be classified as a plant, but the classification does not
explain the grass’s functional capacities, such as photosynthesis. That
requires explanatory constructs that make reference to structures and
processes that occur within the grass. (p. 342)

Trait personality models like the B5 are a case in point. An
individual might be classified as more or less conscientious in
relation to others, according to the B5, but the conscientiousness
construct itself does not explain the individual’s functional capac-
ities, or mental mechanism, that causes his or her conscientious
behavior. This requires an explanatory construct that makes refer-
ence to this within-person mental mechanism. But the B5 provides
no such explanatory construct and therefore no grounds to suggest
that there is a conscientiousness operating in your head.

Furthermore, the descriptive taxonomy of the B5 exists at the
between-person level, yet causal mechanisms are conceptualized at
the within-person level. Although data reduction techniques can
combine personality variables at the between-person level, this
does not imply that the same variables represent mechanisms that
combine at the within-person level (see Borsboom et al., 2003).
However, McCrae (2005) claimed that personality variation at the
between-person level, “through studies of groups”, corresponds to
“intrapsychic personality structure(s)” (p. 193). Yet the idea that
these within-person structures (or mechanisms) are causally re-
lated to each between-person B5 factor is problematic for at least
three reasons. First, Borsboom and colleagues (2003) cited empir-
ical evidence indicating considerable discrepancy between within-
person and between-person structures of the B5 to the extent that
they “bear no obvious relation to each other . . . without heavy
theoretical background assumptions that, in psychology, are sim-
ply not available” (p. 213).

Second, McCrae and Costa (1994) claimed that “individual
differences in personality traits . . . are also essentially fixed by age
30” (p. 173). However, one of the essential conditions of causality
is that cause (x) and effect (y) must covary (e.g., Kenny, 1979).
Yet if an individual’s standing on any given personality factor (y)
is essentially fixed (i.e., constant), then it cannot covary with any
intrapsychic personality structure (x) as McCrae (2005) claimed
(see Cervone, 2005). Hence, an essential condition of causality
(i.e., covariation) is violated by such assertions that personality
traits are essentially fixed or stable.

Third, although the B5 describes between-person differences, it
cannot account for the within-person mechanism by which behav-
ior arises because it does not explain how individual scores are
produced. Cervone (2005) argued that this within-person mecha-
nism accounts for one’s score on a given B5 factor. Accordingly,
individuals with the same score should logically share the same
causal mechanism, otherwise there can be no consistent explana-
tion relating such causal mechanisms to B5 factor scores. Such
explanations, known as “bridge principles” (Bennett & Hacker,
2003), provide a way to connect discrete mental mechanisms,
which are homogenous across individuals, with corresponding B5
factors. Importantly, such bridge principles explain why there can
be only one way to obtain a given score on a particular B5 factor.
However, the B5 is explicitly multifaceted, which raises the issue
of equifinality and implies that there can be no single explanation
for an individual’s score on a given B5 factor. This is because
“different individuals may obtain the same aggregate factor score
for different underlying reasons” (Cervone, 2005, p. 428).

Finally, an emerging interest in personality neuroscience has led
some to suggest that the physical basis of the B5 can be located in
specific neuroanatomical networks and neurotransmitters (e.g.,
Depue & Collins, 1999; DeYoung et al., 2010). For example,
Depue and Collins (1999) provided evidence that extraversion,
specifically the agency or positive incentive motivation compo-
nent, is associated with the corticolimbic-striatal-thalamic network
and the dopamine projection system. However, as we have argued,
the B5 describes individual differences in personality at a between-
person level and current neuroscientific evidence indicates that of
the five factors only extraversion and neuroticism have been
consistently mapped to specific neurobiological systems. Even
then, only the agency component of extraversion has been reliably
linked in this way (Depue & Collins, 1999). We are not denying
that additional five factor traits might one day be associated with
discrete neurobiological systems. However, there is insufficient
evidence at this point in time to convincingly claim that the B5 in
its entirety maps to specific neurobiological systems. Indeed, we
believe this to be highly unlikely given the factor analytical heri-
tage of this personality model, post hoc theorizing and emerging
neurobiological evidence (Block, 1995; Cervone, 2005; Corr et al.,
2013; Dalal et al., 2014; H. J. Eysenck, 1992; Hampson, 2012;
Wood & Beckmann, 2006).

In summary, the distinction between within- and between-
person constructs is central to personality architecture. A common
mistake is to assume that these two constructs share the same
theoretical status. As we have argued, this must be carefully
demonstrated rather than automatically assumed. We believe that
trait descriptive models of personality, such as the B5, are useful
for classifying individual differences at the between-person level,
however, such models are conceptually distinct from personality
process models. Such models explain the mental mechanisms
responsible for variations in cognitions, emotions, and behaviors
by individuals over time and in different situations. Although
personality neuroscience provides evidence of a neurobiological
basis for extraversion and neuroticism, evidence for the remaining
three factors is incomplete or unclear (see DeYoung & Gray, 2010,
for an excellent review). Furthermore, personality researchers have
yet to provide plausible bridge principals linking specific neuro-
biological networks to each of the five factors. However, we
suggest that it makes little sense to do so as the B5 is fundamen-
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tally a statistically derived taxonomic between-person model of
personality and is an inappropriate starting point for examining
within-person mental mechanisms. We argue next that an alterna-
tive, yet underrepresented, personality theory based on approach
and avoidance motivational systems provides an ideal foundation
for a personality process model.

RST: A Foundation for a Domain-General Personality
Process Model

Contemporary RST (or revised-reinforcement sensitivity theory,
r-RST; Gray & McNaughton, 2000, referred to as RST here)
comprises the following three motivational systems; BAS, FFFS,
and BIS. These three motivational systems explain how changes in
an individual’s emotions and behaviors occur in response to dif-
ferent contextual factors (see Corr, 2004 for a brief review).

According to RST, the BAS regulates approach behavior and is
activated by rewarding stimuli and the termination or omission of
punishment. BAS activation leads to positive emotions such as
optimism and reward-directed behavior. However, BAS activation
can also lead to disinhibition after encountering a threatening
stimuli and deficits in learning associated with such stimuli (Corr,
2004; Patterson & Newman, 1993). Anger and “offensive” aggres-
sion can also arise when the BAS is activated by nonrewarding
stimuli and the omission or delay of anticipated rewards (Carver &
Harmon-Jones, 2009; Carver & White, 1994; Harmon-Jones &
Sigelman, 2001; Smillie, Pickering, & Jackson, 2006). The FFFS
is activated by threatening stimuli in general, leading to fear and
flight or freezing behavior in response to distal threats or punish-
ment that can be avoided. However, it can also lead to fight or
“defensive” aggression in response to proximal threats or punish-
ment that cannot be avoided (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; Corr,
2004; Gray & McNaughton, 2000). Finally, the BIS is activated
during approach–avoidance conflicts, namely, where achieving a
goal also requires approaching a source of punishment, threat or
danger (Perkins, Kemp, & Corr, 2007). BIS activation leads to
greater vigilance toward the source of conflict, heightened anxiety,
and cautious approach or avoidance behavior (Smillie et al., 2006,
p. 323).

RST was originally developed as a theory of motivation, emo-
tion, and learning, evolving primarily from neurobiological (e.g.,
H. J. Eysenck, 1967; H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985; Gray, 1970,
1972) and experimental research (e.g., Newman, Schmitt, & Voss,
1997; Newman, Wallace, Schmitt, & Arnett, 1997; Patterson,
Kosson, & Newman, 1987; Patterson & Newman, 1993). Although
the theoretical processes underlying RST relate to individual level
phenomena, the model has generally been applied to the study of
between-person differences. For example, the BAS and BIS align
with three contemporary personality models at the between-person
level of analysis. Elliot and Thrash (2002, 2010) demonstrated this
by factor analyzing data from measures of trait personality (H. J.
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985; McCrae & Costa, 1987), affective
disposition (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988), and approach–
avoidance motivation (Gray, 1970). The authors identified two
latent constructs, accounting for shared variance among the central
constructs, which they labelled approach temperament (compris-
ing extraversion, positive emotionality and the behavioral ap-
proach system) and avoidance temperament (comprising neuroti-
cism, negative emotionality, and the behavioral inhibition system).

Emerging evidence from personality neuroscience identifies
neurobiological correlates for the BAS, BIS, and, to a lesser
degree, the FFFS (e.g., Bari & Robbins, 2013; Fuentes-Claramonte
et al., 2015; McNaughton, DeYoung, & Corr, 2016). For example,
sensitivity to reward (BAS) has been associated with the
amygdala, nucleus accumbens, striatum, and medial orbitofrontal
cortex (Depue & Collins, 1999; Knutson & Cooper, 2005). Sen-
sitivity to threat (BIS and FFS) has also been linked to activation
of the amygdala as well as the anterior and midcingulate cortex,
medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), insula, and hippocampus (Adel-
stein et al., 2011; Bennett & Hacker, 2005; DeYoung & Gray,
2010; Gray & McNaughton, 2000). Finally, increased serotonergic
functioning is negatively associated with sensitivity to threat
(DeYoung & Gray, 2010), while sensitivity to reward has been
linked to increased dopaminergic activity (Depue & Collins,
1999).

Finally, there is considerable empirical evidence supporting the
main tenets of RST (Berkman, Lieberman, & Gable, 2009; Kam-
bouropoulos & Staiger, 2004; Leue & Beauducel, 2008). The
behavioral predictions of RST have been examined across a broad
range of areas over the last 40 or more years, including psychop-
athy (e.g., Gorenstein & Newman, 1980; Kosson & Newman,
1986; Newman, Schmitt, et al., 1997; Newman, Wallace, et al.,
1997), criminal behavior (e.g., Arnett & Newman, 2000; Arnett,
Smith, & Newman, 1997), substance abuse (e.g., Gullo, Jackson,
& Dawe, 2010), university education (e.g., Avila & Torrubia,
2004), and organizational behavior (e.g., Hutchison, Burch, &
Boxall, 2013; Izadikhah, Jackson, & Loxton, 2010; Jackson,
2008). As we discuss next, the study of disinhibition provides an
invaluable yet underutilized perspective on personality architec-
ture (see Smith & Lilienfeld, 2015). The RMM (Patterson &
Newman, 1993), in particular, has a considerable advantage over
contemporary trait-based models as it provides a conceptually and
empirically sound within-person process model of personality.

The RMM

Patterson and Newman’s (1993) RMM describes a process
“involving temporary suspension of a dominant response set (i.e.,
approach motivation) and a brief concurrent shift of attention from
the organization and implementation of goal-directed responding
to its evaluation” (p. 717). The RMM describes the process of
disinhibition where inadequate evaluation, or reflection, results in
a response modulation ‘deficit’ and impulsive behavior. The RMM
comprises four interdependent and temporally overlapping stages
(see Figure 1).

Stage 1 of the RMM (dominant approach response set) involves
an “effortful allocation of attention to goal-relevant environmental
stimuli and an expectation that reward is likely” (Patterson &
Newman, 1993, p. 720). Disinhibited individuals are highly sen-
sitive to rewarding stimuli and readily form and maintain strong
‘approach response sets’. A strong approach response set restricts
information gathering, consideration of alternative response op-
tions and often results in an overly optimistic assessment of
situations. Such overfocusing on rewards can result in discounting
or ignoring threatening or punishing stimuli. Stage 1 of the RMM
resembles functions attributed to the BAS. This dominant response
set continues until the reward is obtained, removed (delay or
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omission), or an obstacle prevents reward attainment (punish-
ment).

Disinhibition occurs because an aversive event disrupts this
dominant approach set (Stage 2). This unexpected disruption elic-
its an automatic response to process the disruption as well as an
immediate emotional reaction due to a mismatch between expec-
tations and reality. The RMM predicts that individuals high in
reward and threat sensitivity (high BAS and BIS) will display
greater reactivity at Stage 2, particularly when approaching reward
and facing novel, unexpected, or aversive stimuli (e.g., Robinson,
Wilkowski, & Meier, 2008). Evidence also suggests that high
sensitivity to threat (high BIS) amplifies the speed and/or force in
individuals high in reward sensitivity (high BAS) when responding
to an approach–avoidance conflict (Fowles, 1987; Wallace, New-
man, & Bachorowski, 1991). Hence, for disinhibited individuals
such reactivity when combined with high reward sensitivity (high
BAS) contributes to impulsive behavior. Stage 2 comprises over-
lapping functions of the BIS and FFFS.

At Stage 3, nondisinhibited individuals are able to allocate
central processing resources to shift from automatic to controlled
processing, thereby adjusting their behavior or expectations. How-
ever, disinhibited individuals are unlikely to perform this switch,
particularly if reward cues are still present. These disinhibited
individuals fail to alter their response set even though the envi-
ronment has changed—“they do not pause, process, and then go
on” (Patterson & Newman, 1993, p. 720). This response modula-
tion bias contributes to impulsive behavior in two ways. First, lack
of information gathering, reflection and planning causes further
aversive experiences in the changed environment (e.g., more errors
or mistakes are made). Furthermore, such impulsive behavior is
“colored by emotion, often anger or a similar affective response to
the aversive event” (ibid., p. 722). Second, Stage 4 of the model
suggests that disinhibited individuals exhibit poor judgment be-
cause they do not learn to anticipate stimuli and behaviors that
warn of aversive outcomes. In particular, their actions in ap-
proach—avoidance conflict situations are more likely to be influ-
enced by expectations of reward than by retrospective reflection

and therefore result in a “self-perpetuating cycle of impulsive
active coping” (ibid.).

In our view the RMM provides a conceptually and empirically
sound foundation for a personality process model. This is because
the RMM describes how an individual’s emotions and behavior
varies over time as a result of the interaction between within-
person mental mechanisms (i.e., the BAS and BIS) and contextual
factors (e.g., an approach–avoidance conflict). Three salient points
support this claim. First, the RMM is explicitly a process model
where causality can be tested empirically (Antonakis, Bendahan,
Jacquart, & Lalive, 2010; Kenny, 1979). Second, the RMM is
based on RST, most notably the BAS and BIS (based on original
RST; Gray, 1987). As previously highlighted, evidence from per-
sonality neuroscience links the BAS, BIS, and disinhibition to
neurobiological substrates residing within the individual (e.g.,
Avila, Parcet, & Barros-Loscertales, 2008; Bari & Robbins, 2013;
Hewig, Hagemann, Seifert, Naumann, & Bartussek, 2006; Mc-
Naughton et al., 2016; Shankman, Klein, Tenke, & Bruder, 2007).
Hence, there is evidence that the personality constructs described
in the RMM are associated with physical phenomena that exist
independent from psychometric measures of the BAS and BIS.
Third, the RMM provides a coherent and plausible explanation of
why emotions and behavior might vary at the individual level over
time and across situations. Hence, the RMM provides the bridge
principle, or explanatory link, between motivational systems at the
neurobiological level (i.e., within-person) and individual differ-
ences in emotions and behavior at the observed level (i.e.,
between-person).

Although there is considerable theoretical and empirical support
for approach and avoidance motivational systems, we also ac-
knowledge that any complete model of personality requires a
self-regulatory or inhibitory construct (Carver, 2005; Carver, Sut-
ton, & Scheier, 2000; Elliot & Thrash, 2002; Read et al., 2010).
For example, Henderson and Wachs (2007) proposed a general
self-regulatory system in addition to an approach–avoidance mo-
tivational system (which they label temperamental reactivity).
Others have proposed similar self-regulatory constructs; for exam-
ple, effortful control (Rothbart, Sheese, & Posner, 2007), atten-
tional control (Derryberry & Reed, 2002), and social–cognitive
constructs such as goals (Elliot & Thrash, 2002). Whereas a
self-regulatory construct is not explicitly referred to in the RMM,
Patterson and Newman (1993) mentioned “effortful allocation of
attention” and “central processing resources” (pp. 720–721),
which suggests the involvement of the attentional system (Posner
& Petersen, 1990; Posner & Rothbart, 1998, 2009; Posner, Roth-
bart, Sheese, & Tang, 2007). A decade later, MacCoon et al.
(2004), drawing on the idea of selective attention and cognitive
control (e.g., Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001),
extended the original RMM to incorporate a self-regulatory func-
tion. We believe this improvement to the RMM provides a hitherto
unexplored and novel way to relate specific neuroanatomical net-
works to RST and self-regulation at both the within-person and
between-person levels. Before expanding this idea, we first explain
how we conceptualize ‘self-regulation.’

In the study of self-regulation Cervone et al. (2006) distin-
guished a mental mechanism from a self-regulatory function by
proposing that a mental mechanism “contributes to people’s ca-
pacity to execute one or more self-regulatory functions” (p. 338).
Cervone et al. (2006) argued that a particular self-regulatory func-

 

Stage 1: 
Establishment of a 
dominant approach 
response set to 
reward 

Stage 2 (conflict 
condition): 
Momentary 
interruption of 
approach behavior 
through punishment, 
omission of reward 
or delayed reward  

Stage 3 (response 
modulation deficit): 
Over focus on 
primary reward- 
goals rather than 
secondary cues 

Stage 4: 
Lack of retrospective 
reflection and a self-
perpetuating cycle of 
impulsive active 
coping 
 

Figure 1. The response modulation model (Patterson & Newman, 1993).
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tion might be executed via different mental mechanisms in differ-
ent situations. Importantly, they warn that one cannot assume that
a single construct can serve both as a mental mechanism and
self-regulatory function. The terms self-regulation and self-control
are often used interchangeably; however, Baumeister, Vohs, and
Tice (2007) suggested that self-control can be conceptualized as a
“deliberate, conscious, effortful subset of self-regulation” (p. 351).
In a similar way, we hold the view that self-control, as a mental
mechanism, is a deliberate and conscious act that contributes to
self-regulation (i.e., as a self-regulatory function). Many social–
cognitive constructs such as goals, expectations, or beliefs, for
example, could be classified as mental mechanisms in this way.
This idea can also be extended to the BIS, where approach behav-
ior is inhibited or restrained in an approach–avoidance conflict
situation. In addition, the freeze response of the FFFS acts to
restrain behavior in situations where a proximal threat is imminent
and cannot be avoided. In both examples, the BIS and FFFS can be
conceptualized as mental mechanisms contributing to an individ-
ual’s capacity to execute self-regulation, as opposed to being a
self-regulatory function per se.

In the following section, we describe self-regulation as a top-
down self-regulatory function and the RST systems as bottom-up
mental mechanisms.2 We argue that self-regulation results from
the interaction between various mental mechanisms (i.e., the BIS,
BAS, and FFFS) and contextual factors (Cervone et al., 2006).
Finally, we conceptualize self-regulation and RST at the within-
person level, via the CABA (MacCoon et al., 2004), and in
subsequent sections relate these mental mechanisms to between-
person differences in emotions and behavior. In so doing, we
provide a broader process model of approach–avoidance motiva-
tion and self-regulation that supersedes the RMM.

The CABA

The CABA (MacCoon et al., 2004) describes how limited-
capacity selective attention regulates the cognitions, emotions, and
behaviors of individuals in response to various stimuli over time.
Attention is viewed as a top-down mechanism capable of enhanc-
ing appropriate cognitions, emotions, or behaviors, and suppress-
ing inappropriate cognitions, emotions, or behaviors (Baumeister,
Gailliot, DeWall, & Oaten, 2006; Posner & Petersen, 1990; Posner
& Rothbart, 1998). These cognitions, emotions, and behaviors are
conceptualized as networks of co-activated neurons, activated au-
tomatically in a bottom-up manner in response to specific external
or internal stimuli. In this model, “the most activated network of
neurons represents the most dominant or prepotent cognition,
emotion or behavior” (MacCoon et al., 2004, p. 423).

“The allocation of attention is central to self-regulation” in the
CABA model (MacCoon et al., 2004, p. 423). This is reflected in
a number of key modifications to the RMM, which include (a)
replacing dominant response set with the most dominant networks
activated at a given time; (b) extending the meaning of response to
include cognitive and emotional responses in addition to behav-
ioral responses; and (c) introducing dominant or nondominant cues
to refer to specific stimuli that activate a dominant or nondominant
network. The central tenet of the CABA model is that selective
top-down attention is attracted to the most activated network at a
given time and only activates nondominant networks when atten-
tional capacity is available. Top-down attention is required to

resolve network coactivation, which occurs when dominant and
nondominant networks compete for attentional capacity. Failures
in self-regulation, the equivalent of a response modulation deficit
in the RMM, are predicted to occur when (a) too much attentional
capacity is allocated to dominant versus nondominant cues and
individuals fail to moderate their behavior; (b) attention is hijacked
by a nondominant cue when capacity is available; or (c) individ-
uals remain unaware of conflicting nondominant cues because they
lack the necessary attentional capacity.

The selective attention mechanism of the CABA model is con-
sistent with the concepts described in recent neural network mod-
els (e.g., Henderson & Wachs, 2007; Read et al., 2010) and is
supported by evidence from cognitive neuroscience (Botvinick et
al., 2001; Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000; Fan, McCandliss, Fossella,
Flombaum, & Posner, 2005; Posner et al., 2007; Rothbart et al.,
2007). For example, the PFC is associated with selective attention
and measures of working memory and fluid intelligence (DeY-
oung, Peterson, & Higgins, 2005; Duncan et al., 2000; Gray &
Thompson, 2004; Shamosh et al., 2008). In addition, the dorsolat-
eral PFC is associated with reward and threat sensitivity and the
attentional systems responsible for acquiring and maintaining the
alert state, orienting to sensory stimuli, resolving conflict between
these systems and regulating thoughts and feelings (Fan et al.,
2005; Posner & Rothbart, 1998; Posner, Sheese, Odludas, & Tang,
2006). Finally, the dorsolateral PFC is connected to the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), which has a conflict monitoring role by
acting as a “source of feedback to mechanisms involved in recruit-
ing attention, serving to indicate the need for increased ‘top-down’
control, and information processing” (Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell,
Carter, & Cohen, 1999, p. 180). It is plausible that the ACC, as just
described, is associated with the top-down attentional mechanism
central to the CABA model. As a further example, activation of the
ACC has been associated with the regulation of attention, error
detection, working memory and modulation of emotional arousal
via connections with bottom-up emotional networks, such as the
hypothalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, and orbitofrontal PFC
(Botvinick et al., 1999; Bush et al., 2000; Fan, Flombaum, Mc-
Candliss, Thomas, & Posner, 2003; Luu, Collins, & Tucker, 2000;
Posner et al., 2007; Posner et al., 2006).

In summary, the self-regulatory function based on the CABA
model explains how selective attention regulates cognitions, emo-
tions, and behaviors at the individual level. Conceptualizing cog-
nitions, emotions, and behaviors as activated neural networks
provides a unique way to explain the automatic activation of the
BAS, BIS, and FFFS in response to external or internal stimuli. In
addition, the CABA model provides a novel way to integrate these
bottom-up processes with a top-down neurocognitive self-
regulatory function (see Figure 2). This top-down function, like
that of the BAS, BIS, and to a lesser degree the FFFS, are
associated with specific neuroanatomical regions (e.g., the ACC)
and neurotransmitters (e.g., dopamine). We draw on these ideas in
the following section to explain how specific contextual factors
impact attentional resource capacity, self-regulation, and changes
in an individual’s cognitions, emotions, and behaviors over time.

2 We use the terms top down and bottom up in this context to refer to
neuroanatomical networks as opposed to two different approaches to
personality architecture.
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How Cognitions, Emotions, and Behavior Vary at the
Within-Person Level

According to the CABA model, effective self-regulation relies
on the efficient allocation and utilization of limited-capacity atten-
tional resources. A sufficient quantity of attentional resources must
therefore be available and allocated to dominant networks in-
volved in the processing of cues associated with specific cogni-
tions, emotions and behaviors. We propose that a dominant cue,
such as a demanding or ambiguous task, will influence an indi-
vidual’s cognitions, emotions and behavior in the following way.

First, demanding or ambiguous tasks can place heavy demands
on attentional and cognitive resources (Miller & Cohen, 2001;
Shamosh et al., 2008; Shamosh & Gray, 2007). Over time, these
attentional and cognitive resources are increasingly allocated to
dominant networks involved in task processing. This leaves fewer
resources available for nondominant networks, because attentional
and cognitive resources are limited. Second, threat sensitive indi-
viduals (i.e., high BIS/FFFS) have a tendency to focus on process-
ing threat-related cues such as negative cognitions and emotions as
a priority, particularly anxiety (Derryberry & Reed, 2002; Mac-
Coon et al., 2004). Further attentional resources from nondominant
or dominant networks (e.g., resources involved in current task
processing) are allocated in response to these negative cognitions
and emotions. This leads to an escalation in intensity of negative
emotions and depletes attentional resource capacity as further
negative cognitions and emotions are processed. Finally, this re-
duction in attentional capacity impairs task performance, initiating
more threat-related negative cognitions, further increasing the ac-
tivation and allocation of attentional resources to these threat
processing networks (Miller & Cohen, 2001; Shamosh et al.,
2008). As a limited-capacity construct, the CABA model predicts
that this ongoing process will result in diminishing levels of
task-related attentional resources, increasing levels of negative
emotion and a weakening or failure in self-regulation.

Hence, sufficient attentional resource capacity is required to
maintain effective self-regulation, which reduces the adverse im-
pact of negative emotions over the course of a demanding or

ambiguous task. These negative emotions include BIS-mediated
anxiety, BAS-mediated anger and FFFS-mediated fear. We next
describe the emotional and behavioral outcomes of insufficient
attentional resource capacity on each RST system.

First, BIS-mediated anxiety occurs when attentional resource
capacity is insufficient to resolve the coactivation of dominant and
nondominant networks. This occurs in approach–avoidance con-
flict situations where reward and threat networks compete for
attentional resources. As previously discussed, threat cues increase
activation of dominant threat networks and anxiety levels (e.g.,
Derryberry & Reed, 2002). This overwhelms limited attentional
resource capacity leading to impaired self-regulation and cautious
approach behavior.

Second, self-regulation impairment can also occur when atten-
tional resource capacity is overallocated to dominant reward ver-
sus nondominant threat cues. In this situation attentional resources
can be hijacked by nondominant threat cues if and when capacity
becomes available. This might occur, for example, when a motorist
is caught speeding on the way to a close friend’s wedding (dom-
inant reward) to avoid arriving late (nondominant threat). In this
scenario self-regulation impairment might intensify the adverse
effect of FFFS-mediated fear in the following three ways: (a)
fight-mediated fear might lead to defensive aggression, for exam-
ple, arguing with the police officer when stopped and further
delayed; (b) flight-mediated fear might result in active avoidance
behavior or even panic, for example, trying to avoid further delay
by driving even faster and turning down a side-street; and (c)
freeze-mediated fear might cause a delay, inaction, or even paral-
ysis, for example, being unable to think straight or provide an
explanation for speeding when stopped and questioned by the
police officer.

Third, the effect of BAS-mediated anger is somewhat similar to
that previously described for fight-mediated fear. In this case
attentional resource capacity is also overallocated to dominant
reward versus nondominant threat networks, and attentional re-
sources are ‘hijacked’ by nondominant threat cues. This can occur
when individuals with high reward sensitivity (i.e., high BAS)
respond with BAS-mediated anger when prevented from attaining
a desirable goal, for example, because an obstacle prevents goal
attainment or a reward is withdrawn, which results in impulsive
and aggressive behavior.

Finally, MacCoon et al. (2004) attribute self-regulation impair-
ment specifically to negative not positive emotions. However, it is
plausible that attentional resource capacity could be overallocated
to dominant reward cues and associated networks leaving less
attentional resources available for nondominant threat cues. For
example, when a highly reward sensitive individual understates the
risks and overstates the benefits of a highly speculative investment
opportunity. In this scenario it is plausible that self-regulation is
insufficient to restrain high reward sensitivity and optimism or
excitement, leading to rash or impulsive decision-making (see
Cyders & Smith, 2008; Cyders et al., 2007). This is a good
example where prudent decision-making might result from activa-
tion of threat sensitive BIS or FFFS networks to counteract high
reward sensitivity and restrain rash decision-making. This is
clearly an example of effective self-regulation. However, the ques-
tion remains as to whether this might occur automatically or as a
deliberate act of self-control, or perhaps as we argue below, a
combination of both.

Figure 2. The neuroanatomy of a domain-general personality process
model.
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The previous example represents an approach–avoidance con-
flict because there is both a financial gain and loss at stake, yet
attention is overallocated to reward rather than threat networks.
However, it is plausible that bottom-up threat sensitive networks
can be automatically activated via the amygdala if a salient threat
cue appears, for example, a memory of past financial loss (Bennett
& Hacker, 2005; Irwin et al., 1996; LeDoux, 2000; Morris,
Ohman, & Dolan, 1998). Conceptually, this automatic activation
increases BIS-mediated anxiety to a level that activates more
deliberate top-down processes such as self-control (Posner &
Rothbart, 2009; van Noordt & Segalowitz, 2012). Could activation
of top-down processes also occur in situations where attention is
overallocated to threat networks, which inhibit or restrain approach
behavior and give rise to anxiety or fear?

There is some evidence to suggest so (e.g., Derryberry & Reed,
2002), however, such activation requires greater attentional re-
source capacity and conscious effort or ‘will power.’ Baumeister,
Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, and Vohs (2001) make a compelling case
for the adverse impact of negative events over positive ones, best
summarized as: “When equal measures of good and bad are
present, however, the psychological effect of bad ones outweigh
those of the good ones” (p. 323). To overcome one’s fear of public
speaking, for example, requires a conscious effort to “engage in
goal-directed behavior to bring about long-term desirable out-
comes” (Hagger, Wood, Stiff, & Chatzisarantis, 2010, p. 495).
However, an alternative explanation might be that fear of public
speaking is associated with greater activation of threat relative to
reward networks rather than stronger self-control per se. For ex-
ample, an electroencephalogram study by Shankman et al. (2007)
indicates that early onset depression is associated with a deficit in
the BAS-related left prefrontal regions of the brain, which suggests
weaker activation of reward networks.

The preceding examples and interpretations are not intended to
suggest that individuals respond to their environments in such
predictable ways. Instead we have sought to illustrate the general
utility of using the CABA model to explain how the motivational
systems of RST might influence an individual’s emotions and
behavior in different situations. In doing so, we have explicitly
conceptualized RST as a personality process model. This person-
ality process model, based on the CABA model, differs from trait
personality models in two important ways.

First, although RST was originally conceptualized as a biolog-
ical model of personality (see Corr, 2004), it has been generally
operationalized as a measurement model in much the same way as
other trait personality models, including the B5 (i.e., between-
person). The most notable exception being the RMM as discussed.
We can think of no other RST-based model that is explicitly
conceptualized as a within-person process model linked to neuro-
biological systems. In contrast, approach and avoidance tempera-
ment, conceptualized at the between-person level by Elliot and
Thrash (2010), are “constructs in and of themselves and are only
crudely captured by latent variables derived from other constructs”
(p. 872, italics added). Furthermore, one important difference
between RST and the B5 is that the former can be used to explain
how physical within-person phenomena interact with contextual
factors. The BAS, for example, is associated with a reward sensi-
tive neurobiological system that explains how contextual factors
influence an individual’s emotions and behaviors over time. The

same cannot be said of B5 extraversion, even though it is statis-
tically related to the BAS at the between-person level of analysis.

Second, our conceptualization of self-regulation in the CABA
model is ‘domain-general,’ in the same way that Elliot and Thrash
(2010) conceptualize approach and avoidance temperament. This
means that we have conceptualized personality at the broadest
possible level based on approach–avoidance motivation and self-
regulation. In so doing, we have identified a much broader role for
the CABA model than originally envisaged by MacCoon et al.
(2004). This is an important feature of our proposal as social
encounters can often be ambiguous, novel or open to multiple
interpretations, which suggests that different domain-specific stim-
uli activate different mental mechanisms (see Cervone, 2005). For
example, we previously argued that activation of the BIS or FFFS
restrains approach behavior in response to threatening stimuli.
Furthermore, this automatic response is likely to activate more
deliberate domain-specific mechanisms associated with threat
avoidance such as goals, plans, resources, or beliefs. However,
“before any of these domain-specific mechanisms can become
active, the individual facing ambiguity must, in essence, figure out
what domain they are in” (Cervone, 2005, p. 434). This figuring
out requires domain-general, not domain-specific mental mecha-
nisms. It may seem trivial that a threat avoidance goal is different
to a reward attainment goal, yet the capacity to discern a threat-
ening domain from a rewarding one is paramount to human sur-
vival.

A recent personality model that aligns somewhat with our
thinking is the neural network model proposed by Read et al.
(2010). The authors adopt the same objective of relating within-
and between-person models by integrating a number of motiva-
tional systems and goal-based constructs at the broadest level of
personality architecture. They also examine personality–situation
interactions and present evidence from personality neuroscience to
support their model. However, they do not explain how their
personality mechanisms contribute to the dynamic relationships
described in their model. For example, the authors claim that their
“neural network model has a mechanism for inhibition that allows
for the dynamic adjustment of degree of inhibition as a function of
the level of activation layer” (Read et al., 2010, p. 84). Although
they presented simulated evidence of a self-regulatory neural
mechanism, they provide no explanation of how this mechanism
operates. Similarly, they argued that “As different situations are
encountered, different motives will be more or less highly acti-
vated, and the activated motives will ‘compete’ for the control of
behavior” (Read et al., 2010, p. 87). Although this appears similar
to the CABA model, the authors provide no explanation of how
motives in their model compete for the control of behavior. Fi-
nally, their model makes no clear conceptual distinction between
personality constructs that exist at different levels of analysis
because they analyze B5 personality traits, approach—avoidance
motivation and social–cognitive constructs concurrently. We ad-
dress our solution to the issue of connecting within-person and
between person constructs in the following section.

Connecting Within-Person and Between-Person
Personality Constructs

The main reason for the failure of the within-subjects causal account
seems to be that it rests on the misinterpretation of a measurement
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model as a process model, that is, as a mechanism that operates at the
level of the individual. (Borsboom et al., 2003, p. 214)

Borsboom et al. (2003) remind us of a central axiom of person-
ality research; measures test theory. Personality questionnaires and
cognitive tests measure observable emotions, behaviors and ac-
tions that theoretically arise from some related yet latent construct.
Individual differences in threat sensitivity, for example, can be
measured using a BIS questionnaire from self or other observa-
tions of anxiety and cautious approach behavior. Accordingly,
personality questionnaires reflect observable between-person be-
havior not unobservable within-person constructs. They are first
and foremost associated with personality measurement not person-
ality processes. This does not mean they cannot be used for
within-person analysis, but the links between within-person and
between-person constructs must be clearly explained. For exam-
ple, Beal et al. (2005) argued that emotions are poorly conceptu-
alized at the between-person level, that is,

Happiness and anger, as examples, are not characteristics of people.
They are experiential states that vary meaningfully within individuals
over time. Even to say that someone is a happy or angry person is only
to say that there is some tendency to experience these states. (p. 1054)

However, latent constructs such as emotions, for example, can
provide sufficient explanation at both the within-person and
between-person levels.

For example, Borsboom et al. (2003) propose that state-like
constructs “such as mood, arousal, or anxiety, and perhaps some
attitudes” can be conceptualized in this way (p. 214). Specifically,
they argue that if the state construct on which an individual varies
over time (within-person) is the same construct on which they
differ from others at a given point in time (between-person), then
the latent construct explaining within-person difference over time
must be the same model as that explaining between-person differ-
ence at a point in time. For example, it is plausible that sensitivity
to threat (BIS) consistently explains variation in state anxiety
within the individual over time in the same way that it accounts for
differences in the level of trait anxiety between people at a point in
time. Individuals with high threat sensitivity are likely to experi-
ence rising levels of anxiety in response to a threatening cue over
time, while individuals with similar high threat sensitivity are
likely to rate themselves as experiencing high levels of anxiety in
general. The same argument can be made for other emotions and
other latent constructs such as attentional resource capacity and
self-regulation. For example, the automatic allocation of atten-
tional resources in response to a threatening cue might equally
explain changes in one’s level of state self-control over time in the
same way that it explains individual differences in the level of trait
self-control at the between-person level.

The preceding examples illustrate how various contextual fac-
tors (e.g., threatening cues) influence the within-person mecha-
nisms described in RST and the CABA model. We made the point
earlier that activation of domain-specific mechanisms requires
recognition of domain-specific cues, which may be absent in novel
or ambiguous situations (Cervone, 2005). The motivational sys-
tems in RST and the attentional allocation mechanism in the
CABA model are activated by domain-general threat and reward
cues. Hence, our conceptualization of personality allows not only
the connecting of within- and between-person constructs as de-

scribed, but also various personality models at the broadest to the
narrowest conceptual level. We discuss how such models might be
tested in the following section.

Testing a Domain-General Personality Process Model

It is not our intention in this section to review existing measures
of RST or self-regulation (this has been done elsewhere, e.g., Corr,
2016) but rather to suggest a number of ways this domain-general
personality process model might be tested. As previously argued,
this model is explicitly causal and as a starting point any test must
at a minimum demonstrate how (a) cause x precedes effect y
temporally; (b) x correlates (beyond chance) with y; and (c) the
relationship between x and y is not explained by other causes
(Kenny, 1979). Hence, we do not recommend cross-sectional
designs based solely on data collected from personality question-
naires at a single point in time, but experimental or longitudinal
studies as these have proven to be the most successful in RST and
RMM research (Leue & Beauducel, 2008; Smith & Lilienfeld,
2015). Furthermore, the emerging prevalence of neuroimaging
studies beyond medical research (e.g., in the field of organizational
cognitive neuroscience) suggests that techniques such as func-
tional MRI might provide new and insightful ways to examine the
neuroanatomical structure of personality (Becker, Cropanzano, &
Sanfey, 2011; Cropanzano & Becker, 2013; Lee, Senior, & Butler,
2012). Although an examination of neuroimaging technology is
also beyond the scope of our article, we believe that personality
and cognitive neuroscience holds substantial potential to advance
our knowledge of the neurobiological systems associated with
intraindividual personality processes. However, for now we will
limit our discussion to a number of suggestions that can be imple-
mented using contemporary methods and measures.

A salient feature of our proposal is the way we have conceptu-
alized the relationship between within-person and between-person
constructs. Within-person constructs such as attentional resources,
self-regulation, and emotions are state-like constructs in that they
vary in intensity, frequency, and duration, whereas between-person
constructs are trait-like constructs in the traditional sense (i.e.,
individual differences). Examples of trait-like constructs in our
model include sensitivity to reward and threat (e.g., BAS and BIS),
self-control, and emotions. Recall that emotions can be conceptu-
alized as both states and traits, whereas self-control is a deliberate
or conscious subset of self-regulation. Testing causal relationships
between state and trait constructs poses a number of empirical
challenges. For example, how does one design a study that can
measure (a) a participant’s sensitivity to threat and attentional
resources, which are relatively stable constructs; (b) their level of
state anxiety and self-regulation, which vary in intensity, fre-
quency and duration; (c) their cautious approach behavior com-
pared to others (i.e., between-person); when (d) they are experi-
encing an approach–avoidance conflict?

A recent study by Collins and Jackson (2015) provides one
potential method. Drawing on the idea of a performance episode
(Beal et al., 2005), the authors designed an experimental procedure
based on the predictions of the CABA model. A performance
episode is a relatively short, goal-directed task whereby, “perfor-
mance during an episode is a joint function of resource level and
resource allocation” (Beal et al., 2005, p. 1057, italics in original).
Collins and Jackson (2015) used time-limited mathematical tests
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of varying difficulty to manipulate negative emotions and self-
regulation in a sample of 161 organizational leaders. A novel
feature of their study is the use of a performance-based state
measure of self-regulation. This was based on the way participants
favored speed over accuracy, or vice versa, when completing the
mathematical test under time pressure (i.e., a trade-off decision).
This study found that for difficult cognitive tasks, an individual’s
limited attentional resource capacity (trait) can become over-
whelmed by high levels of negative emotions (state), resulting in
self-regulation impairment (state), and impulsive and aggressive
behavior (between-person). Consistent with the CABA model, the
authors interpreted this as evidence for the automatic process by
which negative emotions interfere with the allocation of attentional
resources in the presence of threatening or punishing stimuli.

The study by Collins and Jackson (2015) highlights the impor-
tance of establishing a strong approach response set (or dominant
network in CABA terminology) by reinforcing reward-directed
behavior. The participants in this study were highly motivated to
perform well in the mathematical test as this was part of an internal
promotion process. Reinforcing reward-directed behavior, for ex-
ample, is essential for testing the effect of nonreward on partici-
pants with strong reward sensitivity and for examining the process
of disinhibition (Patterson & Newman, 1993). Establishing and
maintaining a strong approach response set among participants in
an experiment can be difficult and is cited as one of the main
reasons for inconsistent or contradictory findings in the RST
literature (see Leue & Beauducel, 2008; Smith & Lilienfeld, 2015).
Keilp, Sackeim, and Mann (2005) found that once general demo-
graphic or ability factors are accounted for, specialized perfor-
mance tasks requiring decision-making and response organization
under time pressure provide the most effective means of assessing
disinhibition. In particular, tasks that create uncertainty of re-
sponse consequence in relation to the stimulus can serve the
purpose of an approach–avoidance conflict condition (see Kagan,
1966; Leue & Beauducel, 2008). Many of the tasks used in
neurocognitive research have been adopted for this purpose with
measures like the go/no-go task, Stroop test, and Iowa Gambling
Task being widely used to measure behavioral disinhibition (En-
dres, Rickert, Bogg, Lucas, & Finn, 2011; O’Connor & Jackson,
2008), impulsivity (Enticott, Ogloff, & Bradshaw, 2006; Keilp et
al., 2005; Perales, Verdejo-Garcia, Moya, Lozano, & Perez-
Garcia, 2009), risk-taking (Gardiner & Jackson, 2012), and
decision-making (Davis, Patte, Tweed, & Curtis, 2007; Zermatten,
Van der Linden, d’Acremont, Jermann, & Bechara, 2005). These
and similar performance-based tasks could be used as state mea-
sures of self-regulation in a process model of personality.

It seems reasonable that any conceptually and empirically sound
measure of RST (see Corr, 2016) and self-control (e.g., Derryberry
& Reed, 2002) could be used to measure these constructs at the
within-person and between-person levels. However, a clear con-
ceptual argument must support the selection of each measure at the
relevant level of analysis. A number of well validated measures of
state emotions are also readily available (e.g., Watson et al., 1988).
Somewhat more challenging, however, is how best to measure
attentional resource capacity. This is arguably where neuroimaging
research holds considerable promise. Our current understanding of
attentional resources remains incomplete despite the general con-
sensus that attention is associated with the dorsolateral PFC and
the ACC (Bush et al., 2000; Fan et al., 2009; Rothbart et al., 2007).

It is possible that other brain regions are more directly involved in
the allocation of attention particularly during cognitively demand-
ing performance tasks and when strong negative emotions are
involved, for example, the ventromedial and orbitofrontal PFC
(Del Missier, Mantyla, & De Bruin, 2012). In the previously cited
study by Collins and Jackson (2015), a test of fluid intelligence
was used to measure attentional resource capacity. However, the
authors acknowledge that fluid intelligence may not be the best
measure of attentional resource capacity and suggest that tests of
working memory might also prove suitable (Ackerman, Beier, &
Boyle, 2005; Hamilton, Hockey, & Rejman, 1977).

Finally, Elliot and Thrash (2010) reminded us of the limitations
of relying on latent variables in empirical work and advocate using
direct measures of approach and avoidance motivation. Impor-
tantly, they argued that direct measures would “afford a clear and
efficient test of the predictive utility of the approach and avoidance
temperament constructs” (p. 872). Others also argue that between-
person measures of personality are not the only and best meth-
ods for measuring personality (Matthews & Gilliland, 1999;
Poropat & Corr, 2015). We believe that experimental methods
using performance-based measures and neuroimaging technolo-
gies will provide the most suitable tests of a personality process
model. Such work is not without its challenges, as we discuss next.

Conclusions, Limitations and Future Directions

By drawing specifically from the neurobiological personality
literature, we have arrived at a domain-general personality process
model that explains how specific neuroanatomical networks, con-
ceptualized as threat—reward sensitivity and self-regulation, cause
emotions and behavior in response to various contextual factors.
We have used the RST and CABA models as a way to associate
within-person threat–reward sensitivity and self-regulation to
between-person emotions and behaviors. This personality process
model is domain-general in the sense that it includes both
approach–avoidance motivation and self-regulatory functions and
it differs substantially from existing between-person personality
models in three important ways. First, the complete model is
related conceptually and empirically to physical phenomena that
exist independent of measurement (i.e., specific neurobiological
systems). Second, the model is derived from an explicitly causal
personality process model (the RMM) that has been subject to
rigorous theoretical development (see Smith & Lilienfeld, 2015)
and experiential validation. Finally, the influence of contextual
factors are explicitly accommodated in this personality process
model, rather than treated as a source of statistical error or con-
founding factors in trait personality research.

Conceptualizing personality in this way offers a number of
distinct advantages over traditional trait personality models such as
the B5. First, it provides a more plausible way to model the
influence of contextual factors on the relationship between per-
sonality and behavior. Interactionist approaches, such as trait ac-
tivation theory (Tett & Burnett, 2003), do not explain the within-
person mental mechanisms associated with personality. In
contrast, RST provides a well-established explanation of how the
context impacts within-person motivational systems and causes
variation in emotions and behavior over time. In addition, the
CABA model provides theoretical clarity to the way personality
and cognitive constructs, which have traditionally been viewed as
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separate entities (H. J. Eysenck, 1994), interact to cause emotions
and behavior. Second, a process model of personality based on
RST provides a bottom up approach to personality architecture that
better aligns with emerging neuroscientific evidence and methods
than traditional trait personality models such as the B5. The top
down approach to trait personality serves to confuse and confound
the relationship between various lower-order factors and discrete
neurobiological systems. For example, trait anxiety and anger are
both lower-order factors of B5 neuroticism, but as previously
discussed, anxiety is associated with the BIS and anger with the
BAS (and separate neurobiological systems). Hence, such relation-
ships are conceptually clearer and more consistently identified in
RST. Finally, our approach to personality architecture allows
researchers to move beyond simple questions of correlation to
those examining causation. It is one thing to know that anxiety is
correlated with performance impairment at the between-person
level, but it is more useful to understand how this effect arises and
the conditions under which it hold (e.g., easy vs. simple tasks).
Such knowledge affords more effective interventions (e.g., emo-
tional self-regulation techniques).

Although our proposal provides a new way to integrate within-
and between-person personality constructs, it also raises a number
of unresolved questions. First, most of the neurobiological systems
ascribed to the BAS and BIS are likewise associated with B5
extraversion and neuroticism, respectively (see DeYoung & Gray,
2010; McNaughton et al., 2016). Furthermore, there is evidence
relating specific neurobiological systems to the remaining B5
factors. For example, broad regions of the PFC are associated with
openness/intellect and conscientiousness (DeYoung et al., 2005).
DeYoung and Gray (2010) posit a relationship between agreeable-
ness and the medial PFC, superior temporal sulcus, temporal-
parietal junction, and mirror neuron system. Hence, some might
argue that the B5 readily maps to distinct neurobiological sub-
strates as well and perhaps better than RST and CABA (e.g.,
DeYoung, 2015; DeYoung et al., 2010). We believe, however, that
such a claim is difficult to substantiate at this point in time.
Distinct neurobiological mappings are problematic for the B5. For
example, the dopaminergic system is associated with both open-
ness/intellect and extraversion (DeYoung et al., 2005), whereas
agreeableness, conscientiousness, and neuroticism are all associ-
ated with the serotonergic system (DeYoung et al., 2010). Hence,
although it is certainly possible to identify neurobiological systems
for each B5 factor, some of these are shared between factors in
ways that question the conceptual integrity of the five factor
model.

Second, the RMM is based on Gray’s original conception of
RST (see review by Corr, 2004). It remains to be seen whether the
predictions of the RMM will still hold using measures of revised
RST (Corr, 2016). However, we doubt whether this will affect our
proposal in a material way, as the CABA model is primarily
concerned with dominant or nondominant cues and network acti-
vation. Hence, the specific nature of a threat or reward cue is to
some degree less important than the allocation of attentional re-
sources to dominant versus nondominant networks.

Finally, we did not specifically examine social–cognitive con-
structs, such as self-efficacy or goals, as we considered these to be
more domain-specific than domain-general. However, we can see
no reason why our proposal could not accommodate social–
cognitive personality process models. One of the challenges, how-

ever, will be identifying relevant mental mechanisms that exist
independent from measurement. Indeed, a potential avenue for
future research could be the identification of specific neuroanat-
omical networks and neurotransmitters associated with various
social–cognitive models. Personality neuroscience holds consid-
erable promise in this regard, for example, in examining the
neurobiological systems associated with organizational leadership
(e.g., Boyatzis et al., 2012; Hannah, Balthazard, Waldman, Jen-
nings, & Thatcher, 2013).
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